
SunShine, 

and invading
From lovestruck clients’ sleeping 
arrangements to imminent military 
invasion, the resourceful tour leaders 
at Ramblers Worldwide Holidays have 
taken it all in their stride over the past 
60 years. Andrew McCloy looks back 
at what’s changed since the company’s 
first overseas holiday in 1947 and the 
charities its success helps to support.
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Main image: A 1957 Ramblers Holiday tour to the  

Swiss Alps. Above: Summer on the Haute Route, 

Switzerland, 1956.

RAMBLERS HOLIDAYS TRAvEL

“Back in 1968 a 
Ramblers Holiday party 
just managed to flee 
Czechoslovakia in time 
as Russian tanks 
invaded – that tour was 
promptly discontinued.”

W hen Ramblers Holidays organised 

its very first walking tour in Greece, 

in 1955, the intrepid group set off 

from London on a ferry and rail 

journey that took three days just to reach the eastern 

Mediterranean. Now it’s a mere three-hour flight.

So much has changed since 1947, when Ramblers 

Holidays (now called Ramblers Worldwide Holidays) 

pioneered its first overseas walking holidays. Europe was 

still recovering from the aftermath of war and for many 

people foreign travel was a distant memory. Returning 

from one of the very first holidays to the Swiss Alps, on 

a classic tour of the Oberland, one satisfied customer 

wrote lovingly of the Alpine meadows and mountains: 

“After life in Britain in 1948, this was another world”.

John Chapman, fresh out of college and keen to 

travel, went on that same tour a year later. Twelve 

months on and he found himself leading a Ramblers 

Holiday. Indeed, as one of the first high-grade leaders he 

was soon pioneering tours in remote Pakistan and India. 

“In those immediate post-war years, overseas travel 

was almost unknown to a younger generation and we 

really were exploring places that no other tourists had 

ever ventured into.” Even as late as 1970, John was 

forging a totally uncharted route into the Karakoram 

that was to open up adventurous holidays in northern 

India and Nepal that remain popular today. 

He also remembers that in the early days suitable 

walks leaders were few and far between: “Once, I 

returned from leading a skiing trip for Ramblers Holidays 

having broken a bone in my foot. But because leaders 

were so thin on the ground, a week later I was off again 

leading a walk in the French Alps!” 

Adventurous first tours
Originally, walking holidays were only meant to be one 

part of the portfolio of Ramblers’ Association Services, 

established in 1946 to deal with the Ramblers’ commercial 

activities. But as soon as the company launched its first 

tour a year later the seeds of success were sown. In that 

first year, 600 walkers headed abroad on 40 departures 

to destinations including Denmark, France and Tunisia. 

Although Alpine walking was soon a mainstay, the 

holidays ranged from a demanding and self-sufficient 

fortnight through largely uninhabited Arctic Lapland, 

through to easy-going tours of Rome and Tuscany.  

Of course, not every holiday offered the lap of luxury. 

Customers booking a camping holiday in Algeria were 

tactfully advised that “a certain amount of dirt and 

discomfort must be expected as the places where we 

stay have as yet been little visited.” 

It also helped that the clientele appeared to share  

the company’s sense of adventure. On a tour to Italy in 

1951, led by John Chapman, one customer disappeared 

in Paris, but because the ticket numbers appeared to 

tally his absence went unnoticed. To everyone’s surprise, 

he rejoined the party at its rest-stop in Italy the next  

day after making his own, completely separate way 

across country! 

Very soon winter sports were added (and have 

remained popular ever since); while other outdoor 

activity holidays included sailing off the Dalmatian coast, 

pony trekking in the Tirol and – more unusually – ‘railway 

exploration’ led by a self-confessed trainspotter that was 

apparently so popular, it continued for 20 years.

When air travel took off, Ramblers Holidays set up the 

hugely successful Wings Travel Agency, which by 1976 

was turning over £6million a year. After it was sold off 

there were some tough years, refocusing on the core 

walking holiday business in an increasingly competitive 

market. However, drawing on its reserves, and thanks to 

some able administrators, the company made steady 

progress, so that last year it organised over 1,000 tours, 

taking 17,000 customers to more than 70 countries. 

LeAders And LocAtions
The early success of Ramblers Holidays owed much to 

the organisational talents of Ernest Welsman, who ran 

the main office, but it couldn’t have succeeded without 

the expert pool of leaders. Initially they were all 

volunteers who, like John Chapman, were often drawn 

from previous tour parties.

As well as expert local knowledge, leaders were often 

called upon to be resourceful and think on their feet. On 

one occasion, a tour leader helped to hide a woman under 
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Main image: Stopping for water on a tour through  
the Dolomites in 1956. Middle image: The ‘Hunting  
Clan’ – a Vickers Viking aeroplane used by Ramblers 
Holidays on their Wings Hellenic Tour in 1960.  
Bottom: Skiing holiday in Austria, early 50s.

Post-hike refreshments in Mayrhofen,  

Austria, 1958.

a pile of rucksacks on the luggage rack of a French train 

after she turned up on the holiday without a ticket.

Even today, leaders have to be prepared for anything. 

Despite formal training in f group walking and mountain 

navigation, RWH leaders manager Mandy Dorward says 

that they have to be prepared to demonstrate other skills 

– including matchmaking. “On quite a few occasions 

leaders have been asked to arrange room-sharing 

mid-way through a holiday when two single people have 

struck up a friendship. Over the years it’s actually led to 

several weddings and one happy couple even went on a 

Ramblers Holiday for their honeymoon!”

Over six decades on, Ramblers Worldwide Holidays is a 

truly global operation, but inevitably certain destinations 

go in and out of fashion. There’s currently a big take-up of 

trips to South America (Peru, Ecuador and the Galapagos) 

and South Africa (Botswana, Zambia and Namibia),  

while New Zealand, on the other hand, has declined in 

popularity a little. Emerging Eastern European countries, 

like Albania and Montenegro, have pushed their near 

neighbours like the Czech Republic and Slovenia down  

the list. However, sometimes external circumstances play 

their part. Back in 1968 a Ramblers Holiday party just 

managed to flee Czechoslovakia in time as Russian tanks 

invaded – that tour was promptly discontinued. 

Putting something back
Surplus profits from RWH’s commercial operations are 

channelled into Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust, 

and from here a regular financial contribution is made 

directly to the Ramblers’ Association. Over the last four 

decades this has amounted to around £6.7million. 

“We recognise that supporting the work of the 

Ramblers’ Association was fundamental in setting up our 

organisation,” says Tony Lock, RWH’s joint managing 

director. “This has remained an important driving force 

ever since. For us, commercially-speaking, the Ramblers 

provide the right kind of market for our operations and 

we value the bond immensely.” One example of this 

two-way arrangement is the bespoke service that RWH 

offers to Ramblers areas and groups who want to book  

a tailor-made group walking holiday.

Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust is also active at 

home, recently making a grant to an outdoor education 

centre near Birmingham to purchase camping 

equipment that will enable inner city children to stay in 

aL saRJeant, touR 
LeadeR since 2007
RWH has around 300 leaders and one of the 
newest is 51-year-old Al Sarjeant who after a 
career in the RAF decided to put his 
expeditionary experience to good use. “I get a 
buzz connecting with people and taking them to 
interesting and mountainous places,” he says. 
“In particular, I enjoy helping novices and 
families to discover new places and my approach 
is deliberately relaxed and sociable.” Often in 
partnership with his wife, Jane, Al has had led 
tours in India, Montenegro and New Zealand, and 
this autumn will be leading a RWH family holiday 
discovering Italy’s Sorrento peninsula.

John chaPman, 
touR LeadeR 
1940s-1990s

“One of the early aircraft that we used was the 
Viking, a converted Wellington bomber that held 
about 20 passengers and was non-pressurised, 
restricting its ceiling to 10,000ft. This meant 
going round the Alps, not over them, making 
flights much more interesting than they are now. 
On a Wings trip to Greece and Turkey, in 1960, 
the outward flight to Athens had to be made in 
three hops with refuelling stops at Nice and 
Brindisi. The Viking was retained with the party 
throughout the tour, parked at local airfields 
while the pilot, navigator and air hostess joined 
the party for sightseeing.”
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“Ramblers Holidays 
Charitable Trust 
makes a regular 
financial contribution 
to the Ramblers’ 
Association. Over the 
last four decades this 
has amounted to 
around £6.7million.”

the countryside. But RWH itself is also keen to put 

something back into the local communities that it visits. 

During the 1990s it directly financed the building of a 

school in Ghorepani, a remote mountain village in Nepal 

often visited by walking parties. In Romania, the 

company funded a project on the outskirts of Bucharest 

to house, feed and educate abandoned and orphaned 

children; and in Sri Lanka it is supporting an orphanage 

run by Buddhist monks looking after traumatised 

children following the 2004 tsunami. 

So what about the awkward question of global warming 

and the environmental impact of so many flights? RWH’s 

answer is to offer a wider range of travel options so that 

customers themselves can make an informed decision. 

As well as an extensive programme of UK-based holidays 

offered through Ramblers Countrywide, RWH has a 

popular Cruise and Walk programme, while Rail and Walk 

tours to continental Europe are similarly cutting out the 

need to fly. Next year, RWH will also be encouraging 

customers to consider carbon offsetting. 

“We have to recognise there are limitations on how 

carbon-friendly we can be,” explains Tony. “We do 

everything we can to ensure that we promote 

sustainable tourism at the resorts we visit, but it’s down 

to the customers on how they choose to travel.”

In such a competitive arena, innovation and far-

sightedness is all-important. The recent launch of 

Ramblers Family Adventure Holidays, a programme of 

tours blending educational, fun and healthy walks for 

children and adults, is already proving a big hit. With 

destinations as diverse as Andalucia, Oman and the 

Austrian Alps, in many ways it mirrors the Ramblers’ 

Association’s own emphasis on encouraging people of all 

ages and abilities to discover walking, a point that new 

tour leader Al Sarjeant feels strongly about: “The fact 

that Ramblers Worldwide Holidays’ profits support the 

good work of the Ramblers is extremely important for 

me – it makes them stand out from the crowd.” n 

Additional reporting by John Owen


